Information Security & Backup
Information Security & Backup landscape that has changed dramatically over the years, in
the early days, fire, earthquake, floods and theft were the major concerns, in recent times
Cyber crime has emerged to be the most likely scenario you will fall victim too.
It’s not a matter of “IF” it’s a matter of “WHEN”.
By having the right strategies in place reduces the risk to your business, when there is a
problem recovering quickly is the best defense.
Gartner: only 6 percent of companies survive longer than two years after losing data
Published 19 February 2010
Gartner Group says that 43 percent of companies were immediately put out of business by
a “major loss” of computer records, and another 51 percent permanently closed their doors
within two years — leaving a mere six percent “survival” rate;
No matter what the scenario is, Business Continuity / Disaster Recovery (BCDR) is your
insurance policy to ensure your business survives a major disaster.

Icepak Fire - 5th April 2008
The horrific fire in Hamilton at ICEPAK’s Tamahere cool store fire suffered a total system
loss that directly affected 5 companies as the Server infrastructure for ICEPAK was located
at the Tamahere site.
Supportnet’s team, knew that this was a site “Total Loss”, ICEPAK’s Disaster Recovery plan
“called into action”, replacement server hardware was required, Supportnet hired
replacement servers that were urgently delivered directly to Supportnet ‘s Hamilton office,
the new servers were rebuilt and ICEPAK’s data was restored from tape to the new servers.
As ICEPAK’s offices were destroyed by the fire, the servers were run from Supportnet’s
Hamilton office.
The IT systems were restored. ICEPAK staff had access to their critical systems and data
could resume business, all their systems had been restored within 24 hours.

Information and Backup Strategies are critical for “business continuity”.
Contact Supportnet now to create a backup strategy for your business, after all we have
“Walked the Talk”.

